WHAT
IS A
MASTER
PIECE
?
2021 New Products
A masterpiece improves the lives of all
who experience it.
They are the objects of beauty inspired
by nature and materials at hand — wood,
textile, stone, leather, metal — and are
limited only by the imagination of the
master. 3M™ DI-NOC™ Architectural
Finishes bring you the beauty of hundreds
of natural elements with additional new
designs, Premium Wood, Metallic Palette,
and Artisanal, to inspire your masterpiece.
We use advancements in science so you
can capture the world’ s natural beauty
without sacrificing a forest or your
creative ideals. You can create a stunning
new space quickly, easily, and sustainably
or breathe new life into an existing space
almost overnight. The non-porous surface
of DI-NOC™ Architectural Finishes is
not just beautiful but easy to clean
and disinfect.
There are no boundaries. No limits. Only
your imagination. Create your masterpiece.

Introducing New Designs for 2021
Premium Wood Series

Realer than Real

Few materials can match the organic beauty of
natural wood. And now it’s easier than ever to
incorporate wood as a design choice with the
new Premium Wood Series, which represents a
major leap forward in our ability to express the
realistic texture and feel of natural wood.

Metallic Palette

Versatile Collection

The Metallic Palette offers a variety of metal
textures and metallic colors to create the
perfect finish for your design. The collection
is available in matte, semi-matte, hairline,
oxidized, and random hairline textures and a
range of colors including four silver tones and
champagne gold.

Artisanal Series

Perfectly Imperfect

This series contains plastered stucco, mortar,
terracotta, oxidized copper plates, and metal
weave textiles with beautiful light reflection.
These industrial material designs are primitive
and handcrafted to show a rich irregular texture,
making them sophisticated yet nostalgic and warm.
These products eliminate the practical constraints
from the use of natural materials such as the cost
of skilled craftsmen, the unstable surface texture,
and difficulty of maintenance. 

Making Wood Textures Realer Than Real

Beautiful, Fast, Cost-Efficient Upgrades

The 15 new Premium Wood designs represent the highest-grade woodgrains ever
achieved in 3MTM DI-NOCTM Architectural Finishes. The controlled reflection on
the matte coating technology is combined with both fine and deep wood grain
embossing and high-quality printing. This unique technology creates the optimum
tone and texture of each species of wood.

Upgrading your building’s décor doesn’t have to be
complicated. With 3MTM DI-NOCTM Architectural
Finishes, you can replace outdated finishes and
refresh your space with minimal downtime.
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Learn more and see the patterns at 3M.com/TBD
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